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Once upon a time, there was a boy named Claude he lives on 208, Lily
Street. Claude is friends with his neighbour Ethan a young boy the same
age as Claude. After school and at the weekend they would go to the
lake and stand on the blue, wooden bridge and play games. One day
they went to the bridge and they thought that they should name the
bridge as they went to it so much. They thought and thought about
what they should call the bridge suddenly Ethan thought of a name
that they both agreed on ‘Monet’s bridge’ mainly because all the other
names didn’t sound right but for some reason this name just fitted
perfectly. Then Ethan said to Claude:
“That name sounds nicer than the others doesn’t it Claude?” Asked
Ethan.
“It’s weird how it does though.” Replied Claude.
2 years later….
Claude loves art now and is taking a course in uni on art hoping to
become an artist. He has high hopes for it but his mum tells him not to
get high hopes. When he arrives at school that morning he says hi to
Ethan but he doesn’t reply to him. Obviously, this made him sad so he
decided not to talk to him till after school so he can ask what is wrong.
A few hours later…

Claude knocks for Ethan and he comes to the door and Claude asked
“What’s wrong Ethan?” Asked Claude, kindly.
“I’m moving to a new house tomorrow” Replied Ethan, sadly.
“Oh, I’m sorry!” Exclaimed Claude “You should get back to packing.”
“We’ve done! So, can we go to ‘Monet’s bridge’ one last time?” Ethan
begged.
“Of course, we can silly!” He shouted in delight.
So, the two of them set off to ‘Monet’s bridge’ for the last time ever!
Then Claude had an amazing idea:
“Ethan in 2 years when I get my artist degree I shall paint this bridge as
a memory to our friendship! I promise.” He smiled.
“Thanks, I will look forward to seeing it.” Ethan smiled back.
“We should probably head back now it’s getting late!” Claude started
to weep because he knew that this was the last time he’d ever see his
friend.
“I guess. I’ll miss you.” Now Ethan started to cry because he had the
same thought as Claude did.
“I’ll miss you too!” wept Claude.
“Stay strong I’ll keep an eye out for that painting of yours.” Cried Ethan.
“I will, goodbye Ethan.” Bauled Claude. “Goodbye Claude. Good luck!”
Bauled Ethan.
3 years later…
Claude still misses Ethan; he finished his course and got a job as an
artist and he did in fact keep his promise that he promised Ethan his
first ever worldwide famous painting -you guessed it- ‘Monet’s bridge’.
And Ethan did see it even though Claude didn’t think he would of. still
to this day he misses him and he always will.

